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Behavior of mesogenic molecules deposited at the alumina-air interface: A deuteron NMR study
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Thin molecular depositions of 48-pentyl-4-cyonobiphenyl~5CB! mesogenic molecules are investigated via
quadrupole-perturbed deuteron nuclear magnetic resonance~DNMR! spectroscopy. Uniform and controlled
thickness molecular surface depositions are prepared on the inner cylindrical surfaces of Anopore membranes
by the solvent-evaporation technique. As a result, 5CB molecules are found in two different configurations: a
bulklike one with parallel axial arrangement, and a surface one with planar radial arrangement. If the 5CB
surface coverage exceedsc.0.35, only the bulk state is present. In the coverage range between 0.015 and 0.35,
the bulklike state and the surface layer coexist, conforming to a typical dewetting scenario. Belowc.0.015,
only the surface layer is present. The dilution of the surface deposition with decreasing coverage is manifested
as an increase in the DNMR doublet frequency splitting. The surface orientational order parameterQ, the
surface biaxialityh, and the diffusion coefficientDS are determined from the DNMR spectral patterns obtained
at different sample orientations in the external magnetic field. These angular patterns prove that in highly
diluted surface depositions the molecules lie flat on the surface. However, they are not frozen and their
molecular axes rapidly reorient on the DNMR measurement time scale, typically 1024 s, while remaining
confined to the surface. Simultaneously, molecules diffuse over the surface with a surface diffusion constant on
the order of 10211 m2 s21. Such molecular diffusion is responsible for an effective biaxiality on the DNMR
time scale. However, an inherent biaxiality cannot be completely ruled out and thus may play a minor role. The
surface phase has a two-dimensional~2D! gas character with some~possible! indicators of 2D-liquid proper-
ties.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.041703 PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 65.20.1w, 76.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of lower-dimensionality systems has bee
fascinating topic of research for several decades. The rea
for such interest are multiple. Simplistically, a film can
viewed as a two-dimensional~2D! analog of bulk. Films may
be described in terms of elementary excitations that mirro
a lower dimension the excitations of the bulk system. Ho
ever, films are usually much more complex because of a
tional variables that affect their properties as, for example
a liquid-solid substrate or liquid-gas interfaces.

Perhaps the primary example, and undoubtedly one of
oldest and more extensively investigated low-dimensio
systems, are superfluid helium films that are easily form
by adsorbing a known amount of helium onto any substr
Near the superfluid transition, helium films differ in a fund
mental way from bulk helium in the sense that they belong
a different universality class, the 2D-XY class@1#. As such,
the film’s critical behavior is drastically different from that o
bulk helium. The heat capacity, which in 3D exhibits a nea
logarithmic singularity, is expected to be regular in 2
namely, it has an essential singularity@2#. The superfluid
density that in 3D vanishes with a 2/3 power law, in 2D h
a discontinuityTc @3#. The thermal conductivity that exhibit
a power-law divergence in 3D, is exponentially divergent
2D @4#.

An additional reason for studying helium films is that th
are easily formed and their thickness easily controlled. C
sequently, by continuously adding a few moles of helium
thicker film can be prepared and studies of physical par
1063-651X/2002/65~4!/041703~16!/$20.00 65 0417
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eters as a function of thickness easily performed. Theref
it has been possible to study the superfluid transition i
purely 2D film, to a film thick enough that finite size effec
are important, eventually crossing over to the bulk syst
@1#.

Although there are many systems that can be studied
‘‘film’’ form, thermotropic liquid crystals~LC! are of particu-
lar interest due to their importance at the fundamental as w
as applied levels. The ordering of liquid crystal molecules
the solid substrates is determined by a number of phys
and chemical parameters, resulting in a rich variety of m
lecular arrangements at the solid-liquid interface as well a
the bulk liquid crystal phase above the interface. The beh
ior of the mesogen on lowering the dimensionality from 3
to 2D, i.e., on decreasing the thickness of the mesoge
layer gradually from a thick film with bulklike properties t
a thin film, multilayer film, monolayer film, and finally to a
submonolayer effective thickness molecular surface dep
tion is of particular interest, primarily in view of the stabilit
of these structures. For thin 48-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl
~5CB! nematic films, spun cast onto silicon wafers,
spinodal-type dewetting into stable thick films was recen
observed@5#, and the driving mechanism explained in term
of the pseudo-Casimir structural force@6#. The dewetted re-
gions were experimentally shown@7# to remain covered with
a molecular film of microscopic dimensions, with an effe
tive thickness of 1–3 molecular lengths. Similarly, the coe
istence of a monolayer effective surface coverage and a b
like nematic phase has been found for 5CB deposited on
alumina surface@8#. There seems to exist some univers
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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tendency for 5CB to exhibit monolayer-only wetting of sol
substrates since in addition to silicon and alumina, this
pears to be the case with glass and polyvinyl chloride s
strates, as shown by some recent second-harmonic ge
tion ~SHG! experiments@9#.

The question now open pertains to the physical nature
such a stable molecular deposition at the solid substrate
interface. Does one deal with adsorbed molecules@10#, a
two-dimensional gas, or two-dimensional liquid? What is t
respective orientational configuration of molecules? The
istence of a monolayer, 2D liquid phase of nematogenic m
ecules at an air-water interface was demonstrated with La
muir trough experiments@11# for a submonolayer effective
thickness film~or more accurately, a molecular surface dep
sition! with an average area per molecule of aboutA
545 Å2, twice the value in the bulk phase@12#. A weak
first-order phase transition from isotropic to polar orientat
was also detected@13# on increasing the surface pressu
The q562° tilt of the 8CB polar group with respect to th
interface normal calculated from SHG data, closely matc
the q568° value obtained by only considering steric arg
ments that yield the optimal geometrical packing for 8C
molecules at the flat interface@11#. Surprisingly, similar tilt
values are found by SHG experiments with nonsmectic 5
deposited on solid substrates@9#, again supporting the steri
interactions-dominated interface ordering.

An estimate of the tilt in a monolayer 5CB deposition
alumina can be made from deuteron nuclear magnetic r
nance~DNMR! measurements@8#. Using the definition of
the orientational order parameterQ5P2(cosq), one can as-
sume that all the molecules are tilted with respect to
surface normal and precess on the surface of the cone ar
the normal. One findsq5arccos@(112Q)/3#1/2, yielding
q'61° for Q'20.14. This value of the orientational orde
is obtained whenever the surface deposition component
exists with a bulk phase@8#. Taking into account similar tilt
values, this situation closely resembles the coexistence
monolayer liquid phase with a thicker film as found in Re
@11#. The solvent evaporation technique@8# made it possible
to prepare molecular films with effective thickness far bel
a monolayer size in a controllable way. In other words, t
molecular depositions with well defined and variable a
per molecule can be formed on a solid surface. Combin
this fact with the distinctive DNMR ability of probing the
molecular orientational order, the interplay between the p
ticle density and their orientational order in a 2D system c
be investigated.

A difficulty of the DNMR technique, namely, the need
a minimum number of deuterated molecules, is overcome
using porous hosts with high surface to volume ratios.
addition, if the topology of the surface is well defined, t
DNMR spectral patterns can easily be interpreted; Anop
membranes@14# satisfy both criteria. By changing th
amount of nematogenic molecules deposited on the Anop
internal walls, thus covering a certain size area, one ef
tively alters the surface molecular density, equivalently,
area per moleculeA. This corresponds to changing the su
face pressure of a molecular film at the liquid-air interfa
04170
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using the Langmuir trough; here, the film is formed at
solid-air interface.

In most experimental investigations of surface orderin
the order at the surface is not probed directly, rather, i
deduced from changes in the behavior of the bulk pha
attributed to the influence of the surface. A standard
proach is to calculate the equilibrium director configurati
using the Landau-de Gennes free energy formalism fo
bulk state with the inclusion of surface terms@15,16# and
taking into account plausible boundary conditions. These
be, however, complex and may require a detailed knowle
of the surface topology and molecular anchoring. Differe
scenarios for molecular arrangement at the surface can
to indistinguishable differences in the experimental respon
thus making the reverse process of resolving between di
ent surface configurations from a bulklike response, a so
what tedious and at times inaccurate task. In spite of t
substantial progress made in recent years has yielded a q
titative characterization of physical parameters such as
choring energy and surface orientational order param
@14,17,18#, particularly, in view of the atomic-scale interfac
morphology of the surface that can be manipulated by r
bing, grating, or surface treatment with surfactants. Still,
reasons given above, the direct detection of molecular or
ing at a surface would be of great importance. It is of cou
rather difficult, whenever bulk is present, to design an
periment where one would be exclusively probing the m
ecules at the surface. In the case of optical experiments,
the large birefringence of the bulk that makes it difficult@19#,
whereas the molecular diffusion between bulk and surfac
the drawback in DNMR experiments, since it blends t
‘‘surface’’ and the ‘‘bulk’’ contributions in the NMR re-
sponse@20#. The alternative approach is to look at ultrath
mesogenic film with just a ‘‘surface’’ phase. There are tw
problems that arise in this case. First, the surface-indu
order in such a configuration may be considerably differ
from the one found when bulk is present; this is due to fin
size effects and due to two~possibly even competing! bound-
ary conditions-imposing media: the solid substrate on o
side and gas~air! on the other side of the sandwiched th
LC film. Second, resolving the contributions of such a 2
structure may not be feasible in a planar geometry. In p
ticular, 1018 molecules are typically needed to accumulate
observable DNMR signal in one hour. With an average a
A545 Å2 per molecule in a diluted molecular 2D depos
tion @11#, more than 0.5 m2 of substrate are required, a
amount not easy to fit into a typical NMR probe head. T
sensitivity problem can be solved by using porous solid ho
@21#, preferably ones with well-defined geometry such
Nuclepore@22# or Anopore@14#. Thin-film depositions of LC
molecules on large diameter cylindrical noninterconnec
pores do not suffer from elastic deformations introduced
geometrical constraints since the curvature of the surfac
the pores is small with respect to molecular dimensions;
are effectively dealing with a quasiplanar geometry.

In this paper we present a DNMR method to directly i
vestigate the orientational behavior in ultrathin layers of m
sogenic molecules, formed on alumina surface. We sh
how these submonolayer~effective! thickness molecular
3-2
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BEHAVIOR OF MESOGENIC MOLECULES DEPOSITED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041703
depositions can be prepared on the inner walls of the po
host. Coverages with different average area per molecuA
can be formed in a reproducible manner and the molec
orientational ordering studied over a wide range ofA span-
ning from close packed monolayer structures resembling
uidlike behavior in 2D, down to highly diluted depositions
molecules lying flat on the substrate surface. By taking
vantage of a well-characterized nanoscopic geometry, we
to determine the properties of a thin molecular deposition
approach opposite to that used in other NMR studies of
surface topology@23#.

This paper offers an extension of the preliminary stu
presented in Ref.@8#, with an in depth discussion of th
measurements method and its potential in probing phys
parameters such as orientational order parameter and the
face diffusion constant in ultrathin films via DNMR. Th
paper is organized in the following manner. Section II d
scribes the materials used in the preparation of submonol
effective thickness molecular depositions. An overview
director configurations found when Anopore are complet
filled with a LC is given in Sec. III. Knowledge of thes
structures is later used to propose possible orientational
figurations for ultrathin films. The DNMR experimental tec
nique and its application to LC materials confined to a cyl
drical geometry is discussed in Sec. IV. There, theoret
spectral line shapes are calculated for the general cas
biaxial orientational ordering of molecules on cylindric
surfaces. The impact of molecular diffusion along the so
surface is treated in Sec. V. The resulting motionally av
aged spectra are calculated and compared with the static
of Sec. IV. Experimental results are given in Sec. VI,
gether with a thorough discussion. Section VII presents
conclusions.

II. MATERIALS

Anopore, commercially available membranes norma
used in filtration applications, are made of chemically pu
alumina (Al2O3). They have open, parallel cylindrical cha
nels of diameterd052r 050.2 mm that extend through the
entire h0560 mm thickness of the membrane. The es
mated porosityp0 is about 40%, yielding a specific areas
5Sinner/V52p0 /r 0 of 8000 mm2/mm3 of Anopore mate-
rial.

The liquid crystal material used in the study is thead2
-deuterated nematogenic 5CB~molecular mass M5CB
5251 g/mol) with the phase transition sequence

Cr ——→
295.7 K

N ——→
308.2 K

I

on heating. On cooling, the transition from the isotropic in
the nematic phase occurs at the same temperature,TNI
5308.2 K, whereas the crystallization temperature is shif
down to about 273–277 K. On deuteration, neither chem
nor physical macroscopic properties of the material exh
any notable changes.

Anopore were treated with 5CB by the solven
evaporation technique. The basic idea is to dissolve the
material in a solvent, soak the Anopore membranes in
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solution and let the solvent evaporate. In this way one is
with a deposition of LC molecules on the inner, cylindric
surfaces of the solid host. In our experiments, methanol
used as the solvent. The areaSouter of the outer, flat surface
joining the openings of the cylindrical channels, is related
the inner surface areaSinner via Souter5Sinnerr 0(12p0)/p0h0.
Using the above parameters one findsSouter50.025 Sinner.
Any signal originating from the outer surface can, therefo
be disregarded; the main contribution originates from
inner walls.

The effective thickness of the molecular deposition d
pends on the concentration of 5CB in the solution. Let
assume that a constant thickness film is formed. The con
tration needed to form a film with an effective thicknessdeff
is roughly given by

c5H 11l
~r 02deff!

2

2r 0deff2deff
2 J 21

, ~1!

with l5r5CB/rCH3OH'1 denoting the ratio of the 5CB an
methanol mass densities, respectively. We have also assu
an ideal mixing of the two components~the volume is pre-
served on mixing!. c, the surface coverage parameter th
also represents the 5CB pore-filling factor. A monolayer s
face deposition, presumably equivalent to one 5CB mole
lar length (l 520 Å) effective thickness, is, therefore
formed from ac(deff5 l )5cl50.04 solution. For ultrathin
films, a more appropriate quantity thandeff for the character-
ization of the surface coverage is the area per moleculeA,
which is related toc via

A5S 11l
12c

c D 2M5CB

r 0NAr5CB
'

0.84 Å2

c
~2!

with NA the Avogadro number. At the air-water surface,
5CB monolayer resembling 2D-liquid phase is found f
48 Å2.A.41 Å2 @11#, and one may expect a similar be
havior at the alumina-air interface. Inserting these valu
above yieldsc1'0.018, or, a factor of 2 smaller thancl .
This discrepancy is understandable since in a monolayer
molecules are effectively tilted away from the surface n
mal. Consequently, the effective layer thickness is sma
than one molecular length, a fact that was ignored wh
calculatingcl .

The liquid crystal-solvent solutions were prepared start
with 5CB (c51) and adding methanol. In each step, o
part of the solution was put aside to be used for the treatm
of Anopore, whereas the rest was used for further dilution
that a set of 5CB solutions with decreasingc was prepared.
The most diluted sample hadcmin50.001. Below c5c1,
where, according to conclusions drawn in the preced
paragraph, the transitional phenomena from a 2D liquid i
a 2D gas phase are to be expected, the concentration o
lution in each step was reduced in much smaller intervals
order to cover thec1.c.cmin range more densely.

The collection of solutions was subsequently used to p
pare a set of 5CB-treated Anopore with different area
molecule coverages, up toAmax5830 Å2 for cmin @Eq. ~2!#.
3-3
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Anopore were cut to 4 mm325 mm strips, each having
volume ofV056 mm3. Typically 20 of them were used fo
the preparation of a sample from one solution, providing
a total of Sinner520 sV0'1 m2 available surface. This
coverage corresponds toNmin52Sinner/Amax'2.531017 deu-
teron nuclei for the sample with the lowest surface covera
an amount still detectable in DNMR experiments.

III. 5CB ORIENTATIONAL ORDER IN ANOPORE

A. Full Anopore

In full Anopore, many different director configuration
can be found in the nematic phase depending on the rela
strength of surface interactions, elastic forces, and exte
fields. In theB059 T magnetic field, used in our DNMR
experiments, the magnetic coherence length is about 1mm
@14# and considerably exceeds the Anopore confinement
of 0.2 mm. External fields are, therefore, not expected
alter the director configuration. Elastic forces are introduc
by geometrical constraints, i.e., the curvature of the surfa
In nontreated Anopore completely filled with 5CB, the dire
tor configuration is parallel axial@14#. Neglecting surface
effects, the axial alignment is energetically most favora
since such a spatially homogeneous structure demand
elastic energy. But as soon as surface energy terms bec
important, it is sometimes necessary to increase the ela
energy in order to minimize the surface contribution. This
the case with treated cavity walls where spatially inhomo
neous structures such as planar polar are found@14#. Also, a
5CB molecule in a submonolayer effective thickness fi
sees the surface of anr 05100 nm cylinder as flat. Conse
quently, in a thin-film LC molecular deposition with spatial
homogeneous director field it is then the surface interacti
and the geometrical packing of molecules that determines
molecular order.

B. Partially filled Anopore

Let us now inspect possible molecular configurations i
2D film. We shall assume that cavity walls are smooth, w
no grooves or scratches on the order of the 5CB molec
size. At the very surface, the inversion symmetry of the b
nematic phase is lost, since it is the hydrophilic polar cy
head group that attaches to the surface@11#. In an ideal case
one can expect that at extremely low coverages, equivale
highA, where the molecules do not feel each other, their lo
axes lie flat on the surface@24#. At zeroT they are adsorbed
frozen to the surface, and point in different directions w
no long range orientational order, a situation typical for
frozen-in 2D molecular gas. On increasingT, dynamic
modes begin to appear: reorientations about the long
~including internal molecular conformations! @Fig. 1~a!#,
tumbling about the ‘‘CvN pivot’’ ~the point at which the
CvN group is attached to the solid surface! @Fig. 1~b!# and
diffusionlike translational motion of the molecule, or equiv
lently, of the CvN pivot, along the surface@Fig. 1~c!#. We
shall denote the corresponding correlation times astR , tz ,
and tD , respectively. Explicitly, tR measures the time
needed for a 2p reorientation about the long molecular ax
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z, tz is the time scale of the orientational fluctuations~tum-
bling of the long axis!, whereastD5L2/4DS measures the
time spent by a molecule while diffusing over a distanceL
on a surface.DS is the surface diffusion constant for th
process. In the bulk nematic phase of 5CB, the experim
tally determined values at roomT were tR'1029 s, tz

'1028 s @25#, and DS'10211 m2 s21 @26#. The latter
yields tD51027 s for L5 l , i.e., for displacements of the
order of one molecular length. In what follows, we will a
sume that the rotational diffusion characterized bytR is al-
ways fast compared to the other two processes, i.e.,tR
!tz ,tD , and consequently, that each molecule can be
garded as a solid, cylindrically symmetric rod, pinned to t
surface with its CvN end. The two processes of our intere
are, therefore, the orientational fluctuations and the tran
tional diffusion over the surface, respectively. At this poin
we will concentrate only on the former.

Let us choose a local coordinate systemxyz with its z axis
normal to the surface andy axis lying on the surface and
pointing along the cylindrical cavity symmetry axis@Fig.
2~c!#. w and q are the phase and azimuth angles, resp
tively, describing the instantaneous orientationz(t) of the
long molecular axis in thexyz frame. The static properties o
the local orientational order are described by the orien
tional probability distribution function

W~cosq,w!5(
l 50

`

al Pl~cosq!1 (
l 50,m51

`,l

~slmsinmw

1clmcosmw!Plm~cosq!. ~3!

Pl(cosq) and Plm(cosq) are the Legendre and associat
Legendre polynomials, respectively. The expansion coe
cients$al ,slm ,clm% uniquely determineW(cosq,w). In bulk
systems, there is no polar ordering, i.e., there are no ol
terms due to inversion symmetryW(cosq,w)5W„cos(p
2q),w1p…. The latter is broken at surfaces which indu
polar ordering@27# as it is the case here.

FIG. 1. A schematic picture of 5CB molecular dynamics: reo
entations about the long molecular axisz with the correlation time
tR ~a!, orientational fluctuations ofz with the correlation timetz

~b!, and the surface diffusion, characterized withtD}DS
21 ~c!. Z is

the largest eigenvalue~Q! eigenaxis of the orientational order pa
rameter tensor andf the angular coordinate of the molecule. De
teration sites in the molecule are shown in dark color.
3-4
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FIG. 2. Coordinate frames used in the description of molecular orientational ordering. The ‘‘crystal’’ framex8y8z8, fixed to the Anopore
strip is shown in~a!, and its transformation into the local framexyz in ~b!. The orientation of the local frame with respect to the orientatio
order parameter eigensystemXYZ is presented in~c!. The Euler rotationRxyz→XYZ(C0 ,Q0 ,F0) of xyz into XYZ is constructed from three
consecutive rotations:F0 rotation aboutx, Q0 rotation aboutz, andC0 rotation aboutx.
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IV. DEUTERON QUADRUPOLE-PERTURBED NMR

A. DNMR and the surface orientational order parameter tensor

The quadrupole-perturbed NMR spectrum of ana deu-
teron in a frozen-in 5CB molecule consists of two resona
lines ~denoted by the6 sign! that are shifted in frequency

dn656
3

4
nqP2~cosg8! ~4!

from the deuteron Larmor frequencynL . nq is the quadru-
pole coupling constant, which is proportional to the larg
eigenvalueVjj of the cylindrically symmetric@28# electric
field gradient~EFG! tensor at the deuteron site. The axis
symmetry points along the directionj of the C-D bond. It is
g8 that measures the angle betweenj and the external mag
netic fieldB0. In 5CB mesophases, reorientations ofj about
the long molecular axisz are unbiased and fast on th
DNMR time scaletDNMR'nq

21'531026 s. This has two
consequences: first, the twoa deuterons become indistin
guishable in the DNMR spectrum, and second, their resp
tive EFG tensors average out into a cylindrically symme
one with symmetry axis pointing alongz, with Vzz

5VjjP2(cosb). Hereb is the constant angle betweenz and
j. In an ideal tetrahedronlike configuration of the C-D bon
the one we shall assume in what follows, one hasb
5arccos(21/3)5109.5° and Vzz52Vjj/3. Then, taking
into account the proportionalitiesnq}Vjj and n̄q}Vzz , n̄q
5nqP2(cosb)5nq/3 is satisfied and the averaged frequen
shift is

dn656
1

4
nqP2~cosg!, ~5!

whereg5/(z,B0) denotes the angle between the effective
rodlike molecule and the magnetic field. The ratio of expe
mentally determined valuesnq'180 kHz @28# and n̄q

'60 kHz @29# amounts ton̄q /nq'1/3, thus supporting the
above assumption. In order to relate the DNMR frequen
04170
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shift to the molecular orientational order, let us writez and
b5B0 /B0 in the local framexyz coordinates,

z5~zx ,zy ,zz!5~sinq cosw,sinq sinw,cosq!, ~6a!

b5~bx ,by ,bz!5~sinqbcoswb ,sinqbsinwb ,cosqb!.
~6b!

One can then recast Eq.~5!, averaged over orientational fluc
tuations ofz, into

n656
1

8
nq @3^~z•b!2&21#

56
1

8
nq F3(

a,b
babb^zazb&21G ,

~7!

with a,b5x,y,z andn65^dn&6. Here^•••& stands for the
average overW(cosq,w). ^zazb& are the components of th
second rank tensor. These can be expressed as linear co
nations of thel 52 coefficients ofW(cosq,w) @Eq. ~3!#, so
that n6 only depends on thel 52 terms of the molecular
orientational distribution. Hence the polar order, describ
formally with the l 51 coefficients, cannot be probed b
DNMR line-shape measurement.

Since(aza
251 is always satisfied, the redefined quan

ties Qab5(3^zazb&2dab)/2 constitute a traceless secon
rank tensorQ, equivalent to the classical orientational ord
parameter of a bulk LC phase@30#. Its largest eigenvalue
Q5QZZ corresponds to the nematic order parame
whereas h5(QXX2QYY)/QZZ , the biaxiality parameter
measures the deviation from uniaxial symmetry around thZ
eigenaxis. In its eigensistemXYZ , Q is completely specified
by Q andh sinceQXX1QYY1QZZ50. n6 is a scalar quan-
tity, i.e., its value must not depend on the coordinate fra
where the components ofb and Q are written out. As a
result,
3-5
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n656
1

4
nq(

a,b
babbQab56

1

4
nq(

l
bl

2Qll

56
1

8
nqQ@3bZ

2211h~bX
22bY

2 !#, ~8!

with l5X,Y,Z. IntroducingQ andF, the tilt and the phase
angle, respectively, of the external magnetic fieldb
5(bX ,bY ,bZ)5(sinQ cosF,sinQ sinF,cosQ) expressed in
the XYZ frame, the eigenframe of the orientational ord
parameterQ, Eq. ~8! becomes@31#

n656
1

8
nqQ@3 cos2Q211h sin2Q cos 2F#. ~9!

Now, it is necessary to relate theQ eigensystem to the ‘‘crys
tal’’ frame x8y8z8 that is fixed to the Anopore strip@Fig.
2~a!#, with its z8 axis pointing along the symmetry axis of th
cylindrical cavities. To that end, let us describe the orien
tion of the sample withu, the angle betweenz8 and the
magnetic field B0; hence bx8y8z85(bx8 ,by8 ,bz8)
5(0,sinu,cosu). The magnetic field vectorsbXYZ and
bx8y8z8 , expressed in the ordering tensor frame and in
crystal frame, respectively, are related via

bXYZ5Rxyz→XYZ
21 ~C0 ,Q0 ,F0!

3Rx8y8z8→xyz
21

~0,p/2,2f!bx8y8z8 , ~10!

where Rxyz→XYZ represents the Euler rotation@32# of the
local coordinate systemxyz into the ordering tensor eigen
systemXYZ , whereasRx8y8z8→xyz is the respective rotation
of the ‘‘crystal’’ systemx8y8z8 into the local systemxyz.
The position of the local coordinate system in a cavity
given by its azimuthal anglefP@0,2p# and the altitude
coordinateh @Fig. 2~c!#. The translation of the molecul
on the surface in parallel withz8, i.e., the variation ofh,
does not change its orientation with respect to the magn
field. The corresponding frequency shift is independent
h, as demonstrated by Eq.~9!. On the other hand, the
translation around the circumference of the cavity, i
the change inf significantly changes the frequency sh
n6. Therefore, deuterons in molecules found at differ
angular coordinates resonate at different frequen
n65 f (nq ,Q,h;C0 ,Q0 ,F0 ;f,u). The five unknowns—the
order parameter components (Q,h) as well as the orientation
(C0 ,Q0 ,F0) of its eigensystem with the respect to the loc
frame can depend on the molecular position (h,f), or alter-
natively, vary stochastically along the surface. In such a m
general case this makes it unfeasible, without further sim
fications of f, to determine the above unknowns and th
possible distributions or (h,f)—dependencies from the dis
tribution of the deuteron NMR absorption frequencies.

B. Symmetry considerations in a cylindrical geometry

On smooth, flat surfaces, the long axis of a nonadsor
~not frozen at the surface! 5CB molecule is expected to ex
hibit uniaxial dynamic reorientations around the surface n
04170
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mal, equivalently, homeotropic alignment. This includes t
case where a molecule lies flat on the surface wherea
long molecular axis reorients in the surface plane (Q5
21/2) @24#. However, the symmetry of the ordering tens
must reflect the symmetry of local environment, which is n
cylindrical due to a slight surface curvature, i.e., one m
permit confinement-induced biaxial ordering (hÞ0). This
can be taken into account by considering the eigensystem
the order parameter must coincide with the one dictated
the pore geometry, i.e., the local coordinate systemxyz
matches the eigensystemXYZ . ThenRxyz→XYZ(C0 ,Q0 ,F0)
is an identity matrix and consequently

n656
1

8
nqQ@3 sin2u cos2f211h~sin2u sin2f2cos2u!#.

~11!

Let us now further assume homogeneous molecular or
namely, thatQ and h do not depend on the position of th
molecule on the surface. The deuteron line shapeI (n) is
given by

I ~n!5
I ~n1!1I ~n2!

2
, ~12a!

I ~n6!5
1

N

dN

df Udn6

df U21

. ~12b!

N is the number of resonating nuclei. In a molecular film
homogeneous surface coverageAÞA(h,f) the angular dis-
tribution is also constant,dN/df5N/2p. We then find

I ~n6!5
2

pnqQ F S ~h13!sin2u212h7
8n

nqQD
3S 6

8n

nqQ
111h22h sin2u D G21/2

. ~13!

Angular dependencies of the above line shapes are show
Fig. 3~a! for a few representative values ofh. The above
line-shape angular dependence is similar to the one found
planar radial and planar polar director configurations; the
ter was shown to exist in the long chain aliphatic acid trea
Anopore, filled completely with 5CB@14#. At a general ori-
entationu of the sample, two pairs of spectral singulariti
are visible@Fig. 3~b!# at the two respective frequency pair

n I
6~Q,h;u!56

nqQ

8
@~h13!sin2u2h21# ~14a!

and

n II
6~Q,h;u!56

nqQ

8
@2h sin2u2h21#. ~14b!

The two singularity doubletsn I
6 and n II

6 correspond to an-
gular locationsf I50,p andf II5p/2,3p/2, respectively.

At u50, n6 does not depend onf. Then, the spectrum
consists of a doublet of frequency separation
3-6
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DnS52
1

4
nqQ~11h!. ~15!

Here the indexS is used for ‘‘surface’’ to emphasize the 2
nature of the surface deposition. The surface order param
and its biaxiality can be determined from the singular
splittings Dn I5n I

12n I
2 and Dn II5n II

12n II
2 , measured at

the u5p/2 orientation,

Q5
2Dn I~p/2!

nq
, ~16a!

h511
2Dn II~p/2!

Dn I~p/2!
. ~16b!

This behavior is significantly different from that in full, un
treated Anopore@21#, where only a single spectral doubl
with a bulklike frequency splitting

DnB5
1

2
nqQBP2~cosu! ~17!

is detected at any sample orientationu. HereQB denotes the
bulk nematic order parameter. Equations~15! and ~17! can
be combined to yield the relation

DnS

DnB
~u50!5

2Q~11h!

QB
, ~18!

FIG. 3. ~a! Angular dependence of theoretical DNMR spec
for several values of the asymmetry parameterh. To account for
homogeneous line shape broadening, the spectra are convo
with aDnhom50.08 nqQ/4 Lorentzian;~b! angular dependencies o
spectral singularitiesn I ~solid lines! and n II ~dashed lines!. The
black lines correspond to the ‘‘1 ’’ satellite transition and the gray
lines to the ‘‘2 ’’ satellite transition.
04170
ter

which can be used to estimate the orientational orderQ of
the surface deposition, provided thatQB is determined from
an independent measurement of the bulk doublet angular
pendence.

V. MOLECULAR SELF-DIFFUSION

In the above discussion, the molecular translational dif
sion on the alumina surface was not considered. If, howe
during the DNMR signal detection period a molecule trav
a considerable distance leading to changes in its reson
frequencyn(u,f), motional averaging of the DNMR spectr
will take place. Specifically, substantial averaging occurs
on the DNMR experimental time scaletDNMR a diffusing
molecule scans all possible frequencies. In order to ach
that, it must travel an angular distance of at leastDf'1
around the circumference of the cavity. The width of t
respective frequency interval is

Dn rig. latt.5un I
12n II

1u5un I
22n II

2u5
nquQ~32h!u

8
sin2u,

~19!

the characteristic ‘‘rigid lattice’’ DNMR line width, obtained
in the absence of diffusion. This quantity determines the ti
scaletDNMR via tDNMR'Dn rig. latt.

21 . For a diffusion process
with a Gaussian-type propagator,Df'A^Df2& and tDNMR

can be related viar 0
2^Df2&52DStDNMR . Combining the

above relations we obtain the characteristic surface diffus
constant

DS
NMR'DS0

NMRuQ~12h/3!usin2u, ~20a!

DS0
NMR53r 0

2nq/16. ~20b!

In the slow diffusion regime,DS!DS
NMR , there are no mo-

tional averaging effects and DNMR probes the ‘‘rigid la
tice,’’ i.e., the zero diffusion limit line shape as given by E
~13!. For faster diffusion,DS'DS

NMR , motional narrowing
sets in. With increasingDS , this regime is reached sooner
a system with smaller pore radii and higher orientatio
order. Diffusion effects are also more pronounced at sma
sample tilts. In the fast diffusion limit,DS@DS

NMR , the
DNMR spectrum is averaged out completely. Its angular
pendence can be calculated by noting that in this regi
every molecule travels on the DNMR time scale seve
times around the cavity circumference, thus, the diffusio
averaged orientational order parameter tensor of any m
ecule possesses uniaxial symmetry with the symmetry
parallel to the cavity axis. The effective molecular order
similar to that in full untreated Anopore@21# where at any
orientation a sharp doublet with a splitting proportional
P2(cosu) is found. At u50, the resonance frequency do
not depend on the angular coordinatef @see Eq.~11!#;
DNMR is unable to distinguish if the molecules diffuse
not. The zero diffusion limit and fast diffusion limit spectr
are identical atu50 and consist of the doublet with fre
quency splitting given by Eq.~15!. At a general orientation
the doublet splitting in theDS@DS

NMR limit is then

ted
3-7
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DnS,D52
1

4
nqQ~11h!P2~cosu!, ~21!

with the indexD representing the diffusion-induced chan
in the DNMR spectrum.

In our system,DS0
NMR53.4310210 m2 s21; at any sample

orientation, uQ(12h/3)usin2u<1 is also satisfied, so tha
DS

NMR<3.4310210 m2 s21. To estimate the effect of diffu-
sion, we shall assume that the surface diffusion constanDS
is not too different from that of bulk 5CB:DS'D5CB, with
D5CB'5.5310211 m2 s21 in the isotropic phase atT
5310 K and'7.5310211 m2 s21 in the nematic phase a
T5300 K @33#. At sufficiently small values ofQ, DS

>DS
NMR is satisfied, i.e., diffusion-induced motional avera

ing sets in even atu5p/2 where it is least effective. In
general we thus deal with different NMR line-shape aver
ing regimes: fast motion limit at small sample tilts, interm
diate case at intermediate tilts and slow motion limit f
u→p/2.

In the intermediate regimeDS'DS
NMR , the DNMR line

shape is only partially averaged out and neither Eq.~13! nor
Eq. ~21! describe the spectrum adequately. Under such c
ditions, the line shape has to be calculated using a gen
approach, namely, by Fourier transforming the diffusio
modulated deuteron nuclear magnetization decay in ti
This decay obeys the diffusion equation@34#

]M ~f,t !

]t
5 i 2pn6~f!M ~f,t !2

M ~f,t !

T2

1
DS

r 0
2

]2M ~f,t !

]f2
, ~22!

with n6(f) as defined by Eq.~11!. Although a diffusing
molecule moves in three dimensions, the problem is fi
reduced to two dimensions by unfolding the cylindrical s
face of the cavity into a plane with coordinate spa
(r 0f,h), and then to one dimension by noting thatn6(f) is
independent ofh. T2 is the spin-spin relaxation time tha
describes the effects of all magnetization-dephasing me
nisms excluding diffusion. It is taken asf independent for
simplicity reasons. The detectable NMR decayM (t) is a
superposition of signals originating from all angular po
tions, *0

2pM (f,t)dt. Solving Eq.~22! for M (t) then makes
it possible to calculate the DNMR line shape from the Fo
rier transformationI 6(n)}*0

`M (t)exp(2i 2pn6t)dt. A so-
lution for Eq.~22! can be found in an elegant way by rewr
ing the derivatives in terms of differences,

dMk~ t !

dt
5 i2pnkMk~ t !2

Mk~ t !

T2
1

DS

r 0
2Df2

@Mk11~ t !

22Mk~ t !1Mk21~ t !#. ~23!

This is done by partitioning thefP@0,2p# continuous coor-
dinate space into aN-dimensional space of equally spac
coordinates fk5kDf where k51,2, . . . ,N and Df
52p/N, as well as replacingn6(f)→nk

6 and M (f,t)
04170
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→M(fk ,t)5Mk(t). One can then introduce aN-component
magnetization vectorM (t)5$Mk(t)%, a N3N component
diagonal matrix of frequenciesn65$nk

6dkl%, and aN3N
component ‘‘exchange’’ matrix, where only its nonzero e
ments are shown below:

K53
22 1 1

1 22 1

1 22 1

�

1 22 1

1 22 1

1 1 22

4 DS

r 0
2Df2

.

~24!

Then, Eq.~23! can be recast in the form ofN linear popu-
lation equations,

dM ~ t !

dt
5@ i2pn62T2

2111K#M ~ t ! ~25!

with solution

M ~ t !5exp@~ i2pn62T2
2111K !t#M ~0!. ~26!

Here1 is aN-dimensional identity matrix. At any given time
all angular coordinates are equally probable, henceM (0)
}15@1,1, . . . ,1#. The frequency spectrum is obtained b
Fourier transformingM (t),

I6~n!}E
0

`

exp@2 i2pn1 t#M ~ t !dt5k21~n!1,

~27a!

k~n!5 i2p~n62n1!2T2
2111K. ~27b!

An individual componentI k
6 of the above intensity vecto

corresponds to the amount of signal originating from t
angular interval fP@fk2Df/2,fk1Df/2#. The experi-
mentally detected line shape is the real part of the sum o
all components,

I 6~n!}Re$1Tk21~n!1%. ~28!

We have thus converted the complex problem of solving
diffusion Eq. ~22! to a simple calculation of the inverse o
the matrixk(n). The resulting spectrum reproduces the tr
diffusion case only in theN→` limit. However, the actualN
required to obtain a satisfactory resemblance is set by
homogeneous line widthDnhom, i.e., the spectral width of a
signal corresponding to nondiffusing molecules at an ang
coordinatef, related toT2 via Dnhom5(pT2)21. N must be
chosen large enough thatDnhom exceeds the inhomogeneou
frequency resolutionDn rig. latt /N. Using Eq.~19!, this results
in the criterion

N>
pT2nqQ~32h!

8
sin2u. ~29!
3-8
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Let us now consider the worst case scenario:Q51, h50,
u5p/2, andT2→T1 (T2 cannot exceedT1). Using the bulk
5CB valuesnq'180 kHz andT1'15 ms@33# one obtains
N>3000. For smaller order parameter values and sma
sample tilts, this reduces toN'100.

It is straightforward to show that DNMR spectrum give
by Eq. ~28! can be expressed in a dimensionless fo
I 6( ñ;h,u,Dñhom,D̃S) in terms of the dimensionless fre
quency ñ54n/(nqQ) and the dimensionless paramete
Dñhom54Dnhom/(nqQ) and D̃S5DS /DS

NMR . Diffusion-
induced averaging effects are illustrated in Fig. 4 for seve
values of the dimensionless diffusion rateD̃S . The calcula-
tion of angular patterns with constantD̃S , despite providing
the most elegant approach in view of theD̃S dimensionless-
ness, implies au-dependent diffusion rateDS @see Eq.~20!#,
an experimentally unrealistic scenario. This is why a sec
set of theoretical spectra is also shown in Fig. 4, calcula
with D̃Ssin2u, i.e., with u-independent diffusion rateDS . In
general, the rigid-lattice (D̃S!1) spectra gradually smea
out on approaching theD̃S'1 regime, and subsequently d
velop into a sharp resonance doublet in theD̃S@1 limit. In
the case of a slow diffusion (D̃S,1), the averaging results in

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of theoretical DNMR spectra

different, D̃S-characterized diffusion regimes for~a! h50 and~b!

h50.5 (Dñhom50.08). Black lines were calculated withD̃S values

as specified, whereas the gray lines were obtained withD̃Ssin2u.
They overlap almost perfectly, except for the discrepancy in

transition regionD̃S'1, particularly pronounced atu530°. This
demonstrates that stronger averaging takes place at smalleru ~the
discrepancy is not visible at very smallu for there the line shape
are diffusion invariant!.
04170
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a shift of the singularity positions. This can be explained
examining thef dependence of the rigid-lattice frequenc
shift in Eq. ~11!, schematically presented in Fig. 5. For sym
metry reasons, the effective frequency shifts of the singul
ties have the same amplituden8(Q,h,DS ;u), but opposite
directions. We can, therefore, write

n I
6~Q,h,DS,DS

NMR ;u!' n I
6~Q,h;u!7n8~Q,h,DS ;u!

~30a!

and

n II
6~Q,h,DS,DS

NMR ;u!' n II
6~Q,h;u!6n8~Q,h,DS ;u!.

~30b!

At this point it is worth pointing out the close analogy th
exists between a cholesteric LC DNMR spectra, investiga
by Chidichimo and coauthors@35#, and the DNMR line
shapes found here. From the DNMR perspective, the pre
sion of the molecular director on moving along the symme
axis of a cholesteric LC structure is analogous to the re
entation of the molecular director as the molecule mo
around the circumference of a cylindrical cavity. In Ref.@35#,
an analytical approximation for the diffusion-induced sh
n8 was calculated for a specificu5p/2 orientation, withu
measuring the angle between the cholesteric axis and
external magnetic field. The cholesteric pitchp0 can be re-
placed with the circumference 2pr 0 so that
n8(Q,h,DS ;p/2), adapted to our system, becomes

n8~Q,h,DS ;p/2!5
nqQ

16
~32h!U~Q,DS!, ~31a!

where

e

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of effective spectral singula
shift n8 due to molecular diffusion for a system withh50.5 at an
orientation u5p/4. The fluctuation of the phase angledf
'A2DSdt aboutf I50,p andf II5p/2,3p/2, respectively, during
the signal detection perioddt corresponds to frequency fluctuatio

dn aroundn I
1 andn II

1 , respectively. At slow diffusion,D̃S!1, this
is detected as a single averaged frequency response withn I

12n8 in
the f I singularities andn II

11n8 in the f II singularities. This inter-
pretation is valid for anyu andh asn(f) always retains its cos2f
dependence @Eq. ~11! can be recast into n(f)}a(u,h)
1b(u,h)cos2f#. Only the ‘‘1 ’’ satellite line of the doublet is
shown.
3-9
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U~Q,DS!512
nqQr0

2

24DS
F12expS 2

24DS

nqQr0
2D G . ~31b!

As discussed in Ref.@35#, numerical factors in Eqs.~31! may
be incorrect due to some rather crude approximations m
in their derivation. The most important property of Eqs.~30!
is the invariance of the sum of the singularity positions
diffusion,

n I
6~Q,h,DS,DS

NMR ;u!1n II
6~Q,h,DS,DS

NMR ;u!

5
nqQ~h11!

8
~3sin2u22!, ~32!

which allows to measure the value of the productQ(h11)
even in the presence of diffusion. Unfortunately,Q and h
cannot be determined separately, since, unlike the choles
LC’s case@36#, no equivalent system can be used for
independent measurement ofQ. Hence, the only reliable ap
proach to determineQ, h, andDS is by fitting the angular
dependence of the spectra.

Without diffusion, singularity splittings can be used
determineQ andh using Eqs.~16!. In the presence of diffu-
sion we have

Dn I~u50!52
nqQ

4
~h11!, ~33a!

Dn I~u5p/2!5
nqQ

2
22n8~Q,h,DS ;p/2!, ~33b!

and

Dn II~u5p/2!5
nqQ

4
~h21!12n8~Q,h,DS ;p/2!.

~33c!

These relations are dependent on each other through

Dn I~0!1Dn I~p/2!1Dn II~p/2!50, ~34!

due to the tracelessness of the orientational order param
tensor. As a consequence,Q, h, and DS cannot be deter-
mined simultaneously from Eqs.~33!. However, in the
uniaxial case (h50), they yield two measurable paramete

QD52
4Dn I~0!

nq
, ~35a!

hD
eff511

2Dn II~p/2!

Dn I~p/2!
. ~35b!

The indexD standing for ‘‘diffusion’’ is used withQ andheff

to emphasize that they are determined assumingDSÞ0 and
h50. DS can in turn be determined from the known valu
of QD andhD

eff by solving the transcendental equation

hD
eff512

426U~Q,DS!

423U~Q,DS!
, ~36!
04170
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which, for DS,DS
NMR , can be linearized to yield

DS'
16

27
QDS0

NMRhD
eff . ~37!

This demonstrates that slow diffusion yields an effective
axiality hD

eff . It is thus difficult to resolve between inheren
biaxiality and diffusion effects. This is well manifested, fo
small h and DS , in the matching maxima positions of th
DS50, hÞ0 and theDSÞ0, h50 spectra of Fig. 6. Nev-
ertheless, the nuclear magnetization decay due to diffusio
of a dynamic nature and results in a homogeneous broa
ing of the DNMR spectrum. The solution to Eq.~23! for a
given k is not an exponential function—in other words, th
contribution of diffusion to the homogeneous spectral co
ponent from the molecules found on the average at an an
lar coordinatef(k) is in general not a Lorentzian. In th
slow diffusion limit, DS!DS

NMR , one can disregard the mix
ing (k71) terms, so that the diffusion effectively results
an increased spin-spin relaxation rate 1/T2

eff51/T211/T2
D

with T2
D}DS

21 . As noted earlier, atu50, diffusion is inef-
fective andT2

eff5T2. At u.0, on the other hand,T2
eff,T2,

and the spectral singularities are broadened with respec
rather sharp inherent biaxiality case singularities~see theu
5p/2 spectra of Fig. 6!. The orientation dependentT2

eff is
therefore an indicator of the diffusion averaging of t
DNMR line shapes.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental details

DNMR spectra of 5CB-ad2 films in Anopore were ob-
tained by 90x

0290y
0 ‘‘solid echo’’ pulse sequence inB0

FIG. 6. Theoretical DNMR spectra of surface-deposited 5
molecules in the case of inherent biaxial ordering, calculated w
parametersQ5Q0 , h5h050.2, DS50 ~dark gray lines! and in
the case of slow diffusion, calculated with parametersQD5Q0(1
1h0), h50, DS(hD

eff5h0)Þ0 ~light gray lines!. A minor mis-
match in the position of the maxima of the two models is attribu
to an approximate-only value of the numerical factor of Eq.~37!
@see Eqs.~31! and the associated text#. The h50, DS50 case is
also shown for comparison~black lines!.
3-10
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54.73 T andB059 T superconducting magnets at the2H
Larmor frequenciesnL530.9 MHz andnL558.3 MHz, re-
spectively. Results were perfectly reproducible in both m
netic field strengths at any arbitrary orientation of t
samples, demonstrating that no magnetic field induced or
tational effects are present.

Samples of various surface coveragesA(c) @see Eq.~2!#
were prepared from two different Anopore batches, I and
with the same nominal pore diameterd052r 05200 nm.
Preliminary results for films formed in batch I were report
in Ref. @8#. A more extensive investigation was then pe
formed with batch II; we present here the combined resu
Except for some minor quantitative differences, which w
be discussed below, qualitatively the results do not dep
on the Anopore batch.

B. Surface coverage dependence of the resonance spectra

DNMR line shapes atu50 orientation for a few repre
sentative samples of batch II, measured atTroom5298 K, are
shown in Fig. 7. The spectra for samples withA(c>0.35)
<2.4 Å25A1(c1) all display a characteristic bulk nemat
doublet~denoted byB). Its frequency splittingDnB is pro-
portional to the nematic order parameterQB , in accordance
with Eq. ~17!. Decreasing the filling factorc, or equivalently,
increasing the area per moleculeA, a second frequency dou
blet appears which coexists with the bulk one. Let us den
this new doublet bySas we speculate that it originates fro
the surface deposition of liquid crystal molecules. The re
tive intensity of theS doublet, measured against the bu
doublet intensity, increases with decreasingc. The bulk part
completely vanishes aboveA(c<0.02)>42 Å25A2(c2).
Coincidentally, this value also characterizes the 2D-liq
phase of 5CB at an air-water interface@11#. A remarkable
feature is the lack of gradual development of bulk ord

FIG. 7. Batch II DNMR spectra, recorded atu50 andTroom. B
denotes the bulk component. Molecular deposition at the surf
denoted byS, exhibits a reduced doublet splitting~dotted frame!.
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described quantitatively byQB , into the surface order~char-
acterized byQ!, in the A1,A,A2 (c2,c,c1) interval. It
would thus appear that the only possible molecular states
the ‘‘bulk’’ one and the ‘‘surface’’ one. The previous obse
vation contains all the characteristics of a dewetting scen
@7# where molecular depositions withA.A1 tend to dewet
into the bulk, leaving the dewetted regions covered with
thin molecular film, deposited at the air/solid interface. T
properties of such a film are governed by the interface
the resulting molecular orientational order at the surfa
agrees with the discussion in Sec. IV B. Explicitly, the su
face layer doublet splittingDnS is proportional to the surface
orientational orderQ. Experimentally determined values o
DnS}Q(11h) are shown in Fig. 8. In the region where th
surface component coexists with the bulk,DnS'5 –7 kHz
and henceQ(11h)'20.15 is practically independent ofc.
This is to be expected since on dewetting, the thermo
namically stable surface layers remaining on the exposed
eas, most likely, have similar molecular configurations an
well defined, homogeneous effective thickness and con
quently, a homogeneousQ. Let us call such a film coexisting
with bulk, a ‘‘saturated film,’’ and denote the respective ord
parameter withQsat5Q(c.c2). The excess material is a
collected in the bulklike phase. Belowc2, however, there is
no excess LC material left to dewet. Then, since the surf
density of the molecules is too low for the formation of th
saturated film, the orientational order must depend onc for
c,cII . The strong, quasilinear increase ofQ}DnS belowc2,
seen in Fig. 8, indeed reflects this situation. In the limit
infinite area per molecule (c→0, A→`), DnS'22.5 kHz,
corresponding toQ'21/2. The above results agree with
scenario where on decreasing surface coverage from
saturated film to infinite dilution (A→`), the orientational
order parameter changes from21/2,Qsat,1 to Q521/2
~Fig. 9!. It should be stressed that the sign ofQ cannot be
determined through deuteron quadrupole-perturbed NMR
periment due to the6 sign in Eq.~11!. Thus, one is limited

e,

FIG. 8. 5CB surface deposition DNMR absorption doublet f
quency splitting as a function of surface coverage for batche
~solid circles! and II ~open circles!. The span of theQ(11h) order
parameter product’s vertical scale is set bynq5180 kHz@Eq. ~15!#.
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to conclude thatuQu→1/2 in the A→` limit. As already
stated,Q'21/2 whenever the molecular long axes lie fl
on the surface and reorient quickly on the NMR time scale
a uniaxial fashion with the axis of symmetry perpendicular
the surface. If the saturated value ofQsat were positive,
Qsat'0.15, then on approaching theA→` limit with Q5
21/2, Q„A(c)… would have to cross zero in order to becom
negative; since this was not observed~Fig. 8!, we conclude
that Qsat520.15 andQ,0 for any A(c). In terms of the
language introduced for full Anopore, the molecular config
ration of the surface layer is planar radial with a negat
orientational order parameter. The planar polar configura
can be excluded, for in a 2D system the contribution of l
singularities with zeroQ is not negligible, in contrast to 3D
systems~full Anopore!. If singularities were present in su
face depositions, they would contribute to the deuteron NM
spectra as quasi-isotropic absorption peaks with zero
quency shift; as evident from Fig. 7, such is not the case

C. Angular dependence of the resonance spectra

Deuteron NMR line-shapeu dependencies were measur
with the cII50.1 sample atT5310 K.TNI and at Troom
,TNI . Measurements were also performed with thecII
50.005 andcI50.004 samples atTroom.

The small splitting of the DNMR spectra in the isotrop
phase of thecII50.1 sample~Fig. 10! exhibits a typical
P2(cosu) angular dependence, and reveals the presenc
the bulk phase orientational wetting at the cavity walls@14#.
The S spectral component, related to the dewetted surf
layer, is traceable atT.TNI only at small sample tilts be

FIG. 9. A schematic picture of 5CB molecular arrangemen
the Anopore inner surface for two different surface coverage
highly diluted deposition~a! and a saturated molecular depositio
~b!. The molecular size is exaggerated with respect to the p
radius.
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cause of a rather weak signal-to-noise ratio in this particu
scan. AtT,TNI where the bulk part is in the nematic phas
this component is clearly visible. Here, the magnitude of
bulk nematic splitting isDnB'49 kHz while the surface
component exhibits aDnS'6.4 kHz splitting. The angular
dependence of the spectra of Fig. 10 clearly demonstr
that the difference in the frequency splitting between b
and surface phases is not only a consequence of a decre
orientational orderQ in the surface phase as compared
bulk, but also due to a different configurational symmet
the bulk part angular dependence is clearly of theP2(cosu)
type and corresponds to a parallel axial arrangement@14#,
whereas the surface deposition part conforms to the ang
frequency pattern described by Eqs.~13! or ~28! and thus
agrees with a planar radial arrangement, as proposed fo
surface-deposited molecules in Sec. VI B.

Because of the superimposed bulk component, it is
dious to determine the values ofQ, h, andDS in the dewet-
ted molecular deposition from thecII50.1 angular depen-
dencies; an estimation was nevertheless made using

t
a

re

FIG. 10. Experimentalu-dependence spectral patterns of t
cII50.1 system in which bulk~B! component and surface~S! com-
ponents coexist. Gray solid lines were measured atT5310 K
.TNI and black solid lines atTroom,TNI . In the isotropic phase, a
small splitting of the bulk isotropic absorption peak (BI) is visible.
Below TNI , the bulk component is seen as a single doublet (BN) at
any orientation. The surface layer deposition component~S! trans-
forms from a doublet atu50 into a four maxima structure, remi
niscent of cylindrical symmetry, atu5p/2.
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TABLE I. Best fit parametersQ andh for the pure biaxiality (hÞ0, DS50) model and best fit param
etersQD , hD

eff andDS for the pure diffusion (hÞ0, DS50) model for three different surface coverages~the
respective columns are sorted in the order of increasinguDns(u50)u) at T5300 K. The better fitting
model’s parameters are shown in boldface.

cbatch 0.1II 0.004I 0.005II

uDns (u50)u (kHz) 6.23(160.05) 12.53(160.02) 16.63(160.02)
Dn0 (kHz) 2.33(160.02) 0.93(160.02) 2.23(160.02)

uQu 0.113(160.1) 0.243(160.07) 0.373(160.07)
h 0.243(160.3) 0.133(160.3) 060.03

uQDu 0.143(160.1) 0.273(160.08) 0.373(160.08)
hD

eff 0.243(160.3) 0.133(160.3) 060.03
DS (10212 m2 s21) 6.63(160.5) 7.06(160.4) ,2
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~16!, ~35!, and ~37!. The results are summarized in Table
There is no such difficulty for samples withc,c2 since there
is no bulk component. ThecI50.004~Fig. 11! experimental
line shapes clearly reflect a biaxial nature, in particular,
u5p/2 spectra with 2Dn II /Dn I.21. To verify if this is a
reflection of intrinsic biaxialityh as compared to a diffusion
induced effective biaxialityhD

eff , using Eq.~28! we simulated
the angular patterns. The optimal parameters are show
Table I. There appears to be a better agreement with
whereDSÞ0, h50, than with those whereDS50, hÞ0 or
DSÞ0, hÞ0, as evident from Fig. 11. Additional evidenc
that supports a diffusion-induced biaxiality comes from t
fact that T2(u5p/2) is about seven times shorter tha
T2(u50) ~see also discussion at the end of Sec. V!. That the
experimentally determined diffusion constants are close
those found in bulk LC likely indicates that cooperative e
fects occur in our 2D molecular films.

The cII50.005 ~Fig. 12! system exhibits a small or van
ishing biaxiality and/or diffusion rate~Table I!. Its larger
doublet splitting DnS ~as compared with thecI50.004
sample! reflects a higher area per moleculeA. It is plausible
to assume that by increasingA from the saturated value
A(Qsat) the molecular cooperative behavior is reduced,
sulting in a decrease of the diffusion rate, possibly with
DS(A→`)→0 limit. The understanding of the spectral fe
tures of the saturated surface deposition in terms of a r
tively strong surface diffusion is further supported by anal
ing its DNMR line width atu50, Dn0 , vs surface coverage
plot ~Fig. 13!. Within experimental error,Dn0 is independent
of A, even for A,A2 where the doublet splittingDnS is
stronglyA dependent~Fig. 8!. If the molecules were frozen
and thus not allowed to diffuse, the local value ofA would
certainly vary over the surface. ForA.A2, inhomogeneities
in A would give rise to a distribution inDnS which would in
turn yield an increase inDn0 . Since the latter is not ob
served, we conclude that it is the molecular surface diffus
that renders the area per moleculeA homogeneous. All mol-
ecules ‘‘see’’ each other very well and consequently one
dealing with a 2D gas, or possibly with a more organiz
liquidlike state.
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D. Temperature dependencies

Our conclusions regarding the molecular configuration
the surface deposition and for that matter, its existence
itself, also raise a question about the thermodynamic cha
ter of such a state. Specifically, are there any anomalie
the temperature dependence of the spectral doublet as
ated with the surface deposition? An observation of this k
would indicate that the system may evolve from the 2D g

FIG. 11. Experimental and theoretical angular dependencie
the DNMR line shape in thecI50.004 system atTroom.
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class into a 2D liquid collective state class. In order to asc
tain this we have measured the temperature dependen
DnS for thecI50.015, 0.004, andcII50.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025
and 0.005 samples~see Fig. 14!. For all cases, there is
weak monotonic increase with decreasing temperature.
low T'270 K, the approximate temperature at which bu
5CB crystallizes, the NMR signal was no longer detect
Cooling towards this temperature, theDn0 increases dra-
matically ~Fig. 15!. Then, the similarity between the bul
5CB freezing behavior with that of the surface layer ag
suggests that in the film we are dealing with a collect
state. We do note, however, that at high temperatures, a
sition of the surface deposition into the isotropic state w
not detected in measurements up to 450 K, the highest t
perature accessible with our NMR apparatus.

E. Homogeneity and sample stability

The surface deposition doublet atu50 consists of rather
sharp lines;Dn0(cII50.001) is roughly 10 times smalle
than the splittingDnS . This indicates that the orientationa
order is homogeneous, i.e., the respective order parameteQ

FIG. 12. Experimental and theoretical (h50, DSÞ0! angular
dependencies of the DNMR line shape in thecII50.005 system at
Troom.

FIG. 13. 5CB surface deposition DNMR doublet linewidth
u50 vs surface coverage atTroom.
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and h are constant over the cavity surface. Indeed, we
sumed this fact earlier to derive the theoretical line shap

With regards to reproducibility, there is a small discre
ancy in results obtained with batch I compared to those
tained with batch II. This is noticeable in theDnS depen-
dence on coveragec for the two batches~Fig. 8! and from
Fig. 14 where thecI50.004 data fall below those for th
cII50.005 over the full temperature range. This effect is n
surprising since it is quite reasonable to assume that
properties of the molecular depositions may depend on
deposition’s preparation process, the liquid crystal bat
and/or on the substrate batch. For instance, due to the e
ing pore size distribution, departures of the pore radii fro
its nominal valuer 0 could yield @cf. Eq. ~1!# such differ-
ences.

Finally, DNMR line shapes were measured exclusive
with the samples sealed into glass tubes at room tempera
and a relative humidity of about 60%. With unseal
samples, fitted into the oxygen and water-vapor poor atm
sphere of the vaporized liquid nitrogen used to control
temperature of the continuous flow cryostat housing
NMR magnet, the sharp doublets atu50 would rapidly
~within 10 min! decay into a broad, powderlike spectra. A
already known from other investigations of liquid cryst
layers, controlled atmosphere is a crucial factor; when va
is introduced in the system, as it diffuses through the t

FIG. 14. Temperature dependence of the surface depos
DNMR doublet splitting for the samples with filling factorscI

50.015~full triangles!, cI50.004~full squares!, cII50.2 ~open tri-
angles!, cII50.1 ~open squares!, cII50.05 ~open circles!, cII

50.025~open diamonds!, andcII50.005~open up triangles!.

FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of thecI50.005 5CB mo-
lecular deposition DNMR doublet linewidth atu50.
3-14
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liquid crystal layer it can trigger a hydrogen-bonding co
trolled anchoring transition@37#.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that controlled molecular-size effect
thickness LC surface depositions can be formed in the cy
drical cavities of the Anopore membranes. We have app
DNMR spectroscopy that allowed us to accurately charac
ize their physical properties. In addition to a bulklike com
ponent with parallel axial director configuration that is co
patible with that found when Anopore are completely fille
a second, surface-controlled component of planar radial
rector configuration is present in partially filled Anopor
with sufficiently low area per molecule valueA. This com-
ponent is identified as a thin molecular deposition of m
sogenic molecules. The interplay between the bulk and
deposition is characterized by a typical dewetting scena
The surface equivalents of the bulk order parameters com
nents, namely, the surface orientational orderQ and the sur-
face biaxialityh, are uniform over the surface and weak
dependent on temperature. Below a critical surface cove
c, Q strongly increases with decreasingc, reachingQ'
e

.

.
.

ys

.

S
.
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21/2 in thec→0 ~or equivalently,A→`) limit, demonstrat-
ing than in a highly diluted molecular deposition the mo
ecules lie flat on the surface. A model that incorporate
motionally induced biaxiality provides the best fits to th
data; there is a fast surface diffusion that is of the same o
of magnitude as in the bulk LC phase. The surface phase
a 2D gas character. Some indicators, although not tot
conclusive, of a collective 2D liquid character are also fou
Additional DNMR studies in these nematic systems as w
as with smectic liquid crystals to investigate their growth
the surface would be illuminating. Studies with different a
decreasing pore sizes to quantify curvature effects on
deposition’s behavior, as well as probing these systems w
different experimental techniques would be important.
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